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dug out of the earth and forwarded by a certain Bin Nakhad
bin Shaikh-el-Hurra to Shaikh Nasir bin Rashid, who in turn
forwarded it via Qatif to Haji Ahmad Khan, who passed it
on to the dealer. The Museum refused the specimen on
account of its plainly suspect provenance, and it ultimately
found its way to America.1 There was now, however, good
reason to doubt the details of the 1863 story, but there was
no means of probing it to its foundations, and the matter
rested there until the arrival of my meteorite this year.
I have carefully considered the correspondence and am
entirely unable to suggest any identification for the e Wadi
Bani Khalid' locality. It may well have meant no more than
* in the territory of the Bani Khalid tribe,' which evidently
means Eastern Arabia and may have been used vaguely of
the Hasa province in its widest sense,2 which in 1863 was under
Wahhabi rule and in 1891 in Turkish occupation. It struck
me, however, at once that the name of the forwarder of the
1891 specimen offered interesting possibilities. It gave the
man's surname with the additional information that he was
the son (or nephew or grandson) of the Shaikh of a tribe or
place called Hurra. I strongly suspect that the name should
be Murra—it would not be difficult for a stranger unfamiliar
with the tribes of Arabia to misread the Arabic M or * for the
unaspirated H or J&. If that be so, can we identify anyone of
the surname of Bin Nakhad among the Shaikhs of the Murra
tribe ? I think so if we may again assume the possibility of a
corrupt reading of an Arabic letter by an unfamiliar stranger;
and I find in my more or less exhaustive list of all the groups,
sections and chiefs of the Murra that the leading Shaikh of
the Jarraba group, to which belongs the excavator of the
two original wells of Umm al Hadid (!), is Hamad ibn Nahhab.
The two surnames3 are too near and the circumstances too
1	Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.
2	Including the Rub* al Khali.
3	The two names in Arabic characters would be :—
*sj£ <J\   3\£ <J\
and

